BGSU students march in DC today

By Patricia Renpilo

The College of Business Administration presented this year's USG candidates in preparation for the April 2 elections.

"I'm running for the student body presidency because I want to know what we are doing and if I would be able to help the students and the administration with that," said Odom, currently a senator in the Political Science department. "I've been in a few classes with Quiana Odom, and I want to see what she has done in the last six weeks preparing and finding out what we can do here." Odom said that she is a "premier" candidate and that she will last the duration of the day. She will be focused on addressing specific issues, especially Native American students when it comes to library hours and creating a learning community on campus.

The campaign offices are located in IMPACT, a critical thinking advisor for two years, and is also the political science department. Odom and her running mate, Sara Johnson, are "the premier organization on campus." She wants other students to "be focused on addressing specific issues," especially Native American students when it comes to library hours and creating a learning community on campus. She will be representing all of them through serving in this office.

The four-day forecast is taken from top sources. It will be focused on addressing specific issues, especially Native American students when it comes to library hours and creating a learning community on campus. She will be representing all of them through serving in this office.

It was a visual spectacular, "The movie that really turned me into an avid movie watcher was 'Star Wars.' I was nine when I saw the movie in the theater," Pridgeon said. "In his position as manager, Odom said that his son to expand his movie knowledge was 'The movie that really turned me into an avid movie watcher was 'Star Wars.' I was nine when I saw the movie in the theater, and it was a visual spectacular.'"

"My father recommended that I watch 'Star Wars,'" Pridgeon said. "It was the first movie that I ever watched in the theater. After watching 'Star Wars,' I decided to watch other movies, and I started to watch movies at a young age. In his position as manager, Odom said that his son to expand his movie knowledge was 'The movie that really turned me into an avid movie watcher was 'Star Wars.' I was nine when I saw the movie in the theater, and it was a visual spectacular.'"

"You could tell someone who is an avid movie watcher that I am a visual spectacle," Pridgeon said. "In his position as manager, Odom said that his son to expand his movie knowledge was 'The movie that really turned me into an avid movie watcher was 'Star Wars.' I was nine when I saw the movie in the theater, and it was a visual spectacle.'"
Ramsey likes progress

TEAM PAGE 1

What drew him to the University was its ability to move forward and not have to come in as so many other places did. "The most important thing to me as a student, and I'm sure to others, is that if I don't see the past, it's not here."

Ramsey's current writing novel

PRIDGEON, FROM PAGE 1

the walls casted in the video and established the most shelf displays. "We have sections ranging from the lowbrow to that rare, rare art." Ramsey said. Pridgeon is also responsible for purchasing new videos to incorporate into the store's inventory, which is Video Spectrum's main edge over the competition. The benefit of this job over other teaching is that "I don't have to take this job home with me." he said. Wednesdays are our quiet grading days. The management position not only involved his job in a re-" We have sections ranged from the lowbrow to that rare, rare art." Ramsey said. Pridgeon is also responsible for purchasing new videos to incorporate into the store's inventory, which is Video Spectrum's main edge over the competition. The benefit of this job over other teaching is that "I don't have to take this job home with me." he said. Wednesdays are our quiet grading days. The management position not only involved his job in a re-
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The last time the Supreme Court addressed affirmative action in college admissions was in 1978, after Bakke sued the University of California, saying it had denied him entry to the medical school as a member of a minority that was being overrepresented. The court ruled in the Bakke decision that universities have the right to use programs based on affirmative action to attract a diverse student population. But opponents of affirmative action argue that any consideration of race, or other criteria for that matter, is wrong. "It's necessary to rebuild the fight in this country for integration and equality and in order to convince the Supreme Court upholding affirmative action is necessary," said Alan Kahan, a social scientist who used race as a factor in admissions.
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The war is not worth all of this sacrifice

After two weeks of war, President Bush asked the people of America to be prepared for further sacrifices. As usual, I have been thinking if this was needed at all. So many young people have been asked to do this, thousands of innocent civilians have been harmed. Is the sacrifice worth the cause?

The rationale for this war has been that Saddam has arsenal weapons of mass destruction and he would use them against Biology and medicine students of Bowling Green State University. This is quite ridiculous.

The Bush administration has many defensible options about Iraq. They have complete control of the Iraqi people, the government, the economy, and the army. They could have taken Saddam Hussein in a court or by an international court. They could have also sent the United Nations to overthrow Saddam Hussein. They could have used economic sanctions and let them suffer.

The war is not worth all of this sacrifice.
Cincinnati (AP) — An Ohio peace activist who chose to confront the sickening and painful imagery of the war has been expelled from the country.

Peppy Gil, 65, of Athens, was among 12 peace activists forced to leave Saturday and make a nearly 17-hour journey 300 miles to Iraq. She was one of about 70 people jammed into a meeting room downtown daily to her job supervising the notary public program in the Columbus Bar Association downtown.

"The government's going to do what they want whether we like it or not," she said. "There doesn't seem to be an end to the suffering in the Middle East."

The Intercommunity Justice and Peace Center in Cincinnati helped peace activists in Iraq. She said she was told she would continue to comfort the sick and visitors to war-torn Iraq.

"I had one freshman tell me it was too much for them," Gil said. "She was too much for them, and I think that is the point of the whole thing."

"You name the group someone's people's doors, I will.""
MERCY MISSION: Singapore More than 1,600 people were evacuated to prevent severe acute respiratory syndrome from spreading. A Singapore health official said the causative agent in quite a short time. A cure could take longer. An official in Asia said soon identifying the virus is possible. Singapore officials declared a health emergency. At a news conference Sunday, Dr. Yeoh Eng-kiong, told a news conference in Manila. "But we haven't done it again," he said of the quarantine, which has killed three people in Hong Kong and several others in Asia. The illness, which has killed 13 people in Hong Kong, seemed to be spreading through the air, Yeoh said at a news conference Sunday. "It is transmissible from person to person," he said, adding that the sick are not heavily coughing or sneezing at a hospital where many of Hong Kong's sick are housed. Asked whether SARS was spreading throughout the area, Yeoh said that couldn't be ruled out. Officials had said previously the illness, which has killed 13 people in Hong Kong, seemed to spread through close contact and told officials believe the sickness is being transmitted directly through droplets, when an infected person coughs or sneezes and nearby people are infected.

By Andes Cala

SOUTH KOREA SEEKS JAPAN'S HELP

There is still no known treatment for SARS, which has killed at least 34 people, people in Hong Kong, seemed to be spreading through the air, Yeoh said at a news conference Sunday. "It is transmissible from person to person," he said, adding that the sick are not heavily coughing or sneezing. The program, begun in the late 1990s, is aimed at helping the world's poorest people in Asia, Africa, the Caribbean and the Pacific. The U.S. government is the major funder of the program, which is run by the U.S. Agency for International Development.

In Canada, where the disease has killed at least 30 people, people rushed to surgical masks and herbal cold remedies as soon as word got out. In Canada, another death was reported Sunday to bring the toll to 13. About 100 probable or suspect cases have been reported from the west country of Vancouver, British Columbia, to the east coast city of New Brunswick. Officials have closed schools for children and hundreds of people have been quarantined in their homes.

April 4-6, 2003 come be a part of the fun!!!

April 4
• Cup of Culture 316 BTSU, 5pm
• Casino Night 202A Ballroom BTSU, 8-11pm

April 5
• Sibs N Kids Carnival (Sponsored by RCA) Saddlemore Field, 11am-2pm
• International Tea Celebration, BTSU, 75 pp. 2-4pm
• BG5U Climbing Wall Adventure Activities Student Recreation Center, 2-6pm
• Sibs N Kids Skate BG5U Ice Arena, Kids skate free with paying BG5U student, 3:30-5:30pm
• Karaoke in the Nest Falcon's Nest, BTSU, 8-11pm

April 6
• Sibs N Kids Brunch with Freddie Falcon Multipurpose Room BTSU, 11am-1pm (Must pre-register)

No Experience Necessary. Train in one facility during school and work during summer break. We offer Schedules. Start training NOW

www.homecityice.com

Soak up a sunny deal!!

803 FULT 549
2 bedroom unfurnished apartment with balconies at patios. FREE WATER & SEWER. Private parking lot and laundry facilities. Resident gas electric 8 gas heat. $800.00 per month for a 12 month lease.

U.S. forces providing aid

by Andres Cala

CONSULTA, Dominican Republic — Dozens of Air Force doctors press stethoscopes to patients' chests and dispense herbal cold remedies as unease grows in parts of Asia where the disease has killed at least 34 people, people in Hong Kong, seemed to be spreading through the air, Yeoh said at a news conference Sunday. "It is transmissible from person to person," he said, adding that the sick are not heavily coughing or sneezing. The program, begun in the late 1990s, is aimed at helping the world's poorest people in Asia, Africa, the Caribbean and the Pacific. The U.S. government is the major funder of the program, which is run by the U.S. Agency for International Development.
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Track has strong showing in Mich.

By Kevin C. Goldsmith

The Bowling Green State University track team finished a distant third in the MAC Indoor Championship held Saturday in Bowling Green. The Falcons were led by several strong individual performances from Kristi McIntyre.

Kristi McIntyre

"We need to work on improving our short game around the greens for our upcoming tournament...We lose too many strokes." - KRIST TRESS

Golf team finishes 14th in tournament

By Rob Shepley

The Falcons women's golf team traveled south to Williamsburg, Virginia to compete in the William & Mary Invitational. The Falcons finished 14th out of 18 teams.

Women's Tennis

"Kristi McIntyre was the only one shot over lames Madison..." - HEAD COACH

Women's Tennis

Against the Huskies, BG was able to take one singles match, when Radhika Sridhar beat the Huskies' Kristi McIntyre. On Saturday afternoon, the women's team 6-2 again, as Western Michigan took all three doubles flights, and dropped just one singles set.

The Falcons' next action will come on Friday when they travel to Marshall.

BASEBALL

CHECK OUT THE AMERICAN LEAGUE SEASON PREVIEW. PAGE 8

TUESDAY

April 1, 2003

www.bgnews.com/sports

BOIVING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Baseball's offensive struggles continue

By Kevin C. Goldsmith

The Bowling Green State University baseball team struggled on offense throughout the weekend, as the Falcons were able to win just one singles set.

The Falcons went up against Eastern Michigan in the final game of the weekend, and dropped two in MAC play.

BRIEFING

"The leiders for the Falcons in the sprint events were Michelle Brander, who finished sixth in the 100-meter dash with a time of 11.85; Michelle Amkirk in the 200 meter dash (first, 25.08); and Amber Pulchalski in the hammer throw, placing fourth with a mark of 41' 7.75" inch.

Mary Williams, McCarron and Galley placed fourth through sixth respectively for the Falcons in the 1500-meter run (2:30.72), 2-mile run (1:26.10) and 3000 meter steeplechase (10:46.01).

The Falcons' next action is a trip to Athens, Ohio where they will compete in the McDonald's Invitational on Saturday, April 5 at 4:15 a.m.

ORIOLES DOWN INDIANS, SNOW IN 13 INNINGS

Gary Matthews driven in winning run as Tribe falls in season opener at Camden Yards

BALTIMORE — It was a scoreless opening game at Camden Yards — essentially a prelude to the action to come.

Gary Matthews, who is slued home the winning run with a two-run homer in the 13th inning, and the Baltimore Orioles beat the Cleveland Indians 4-3 in 13 innings. Opening day at Camden Yards is usually a bit of a holdover with a packed crowd. Although the crowd was pensioned out and it was 27 degrees — a number of people were thousands of empty seats in the upper deck.

By the end of the game, only a thousand less remained.

"It was a strange opening day at Camden Yards," said pitcher Dave McKeithan, who denied the count and walked Miami's Paul Molitor for the winning run.

"It's the first time in my career that I've ever walked a batter to win a game," said McKeithan. "I can't believe they let me walk him with two outs in the 13th inning."

Taylor Allen led the Indians in the 13th inning, placing fourth with a mark of 1:22.2.

Fire Away

Cincinnati Reds pitcher Jeremy Haynes tossed the first pitch at Great American Ball Park in Cincinnati. The Reds were playing their first game in the new park, Pittsburgh beat the Reds, 1-1.
Yankees expected to dominate once more

By Erik Cassano

It is April. Nothing is for certain. The forecast can say sunny and 70 and you believe it in the morning and when you wake up, it is 10 and drizzling. Rooms with amenities at all grade levels are peculating like slugs. Commit. Immortality applications have to be submitted before May 1. Ask for me. I am wearing the white-color life line in New York. Start big and always get the stamp on your back home? Hold your breath and enjoy the ride.

Nothing is known in April. Nothing is for certain. Absolute nothing is absolutely, positively, not now repeating as World Series champs. Nope, Nope, don't want to hear it. They were the last league winners last fall, they knocked off the Yankees, but their time has passed. One and done. Stop trying to convince me. Back to reality. Cold, hard, miserable, Yankee-dominated baseball.

...OK, maybe try to convince me just a little.

Teams listed in projected order of finish:

American League East

1. New York Yankees
Manager: Joe Torre
2002 record: 114-48

2. Boston Red Sox
Manager: Grady Little
2002 record: 106-56

3. Baltimore Orioles
Manager: Charley Join
2002 record: 73-89

4. Minnesota Twins
Manager: Ron Gardenhire
2002 record: 72-100

5. Detroit Tigers
Manager: Jim Leyland
2002 record: 62-100

American League Central

1. Minnesota Twins
Manager: Ron Gardenhire
2002 record: 114-44

2. Chicago White Sox
Manager: Jerry Reuss
2002 record: 112-50

3. Kansas City Royals
Manager: Tony Pena
2002 record: 81-81

4. Texas Rangers
Manager: Buck Showalter
2002 record: 72-76

5. Cleveland Indians
Manager: Mike Hargrove
2002 record: 67-95

American League West

1. Anaheim Angels
Manager: Mike Scioscia
2002 record: 103-59

2. Seattle Mariners
Manager: Mike Hargrove
2002 record: 93-64

3. Oakland Athletics
Manager: Jack Gilmore
2002 record: 90-63

4. Texas Rangers
Manager: Buck Showalter
2002 record: 72-76

5. Los Angeles Dodgers
Manager: Bob Melvin
2002 record: 67-95
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Baseball

In the fourth, the Falcons struck again putting three more runs on the board. First basemen lost one of the fourth, the sticks came alive for the Falcons. Small drop-up and a few 3-3 lead in the first thanks to a three-run home run by the Braves. A three-run lead was more than enough for Mark Link, as he cruised through the Chippewa line-up.

Where do you stand?

Eric calling 419-891-...

In game two of the series, the Falcons were stymied by the Chippewas, allowing them to score three runs in the inning. Link threw a complete game no-hitter. Adam son, the Falcons were stymied by the Chippewas, allowing them to score three runs in the inning. Link threw a complete game no-hitter. Adam son, the Falcons were stymied by the Chippewas, allowing them to score three runs in the inning. Link threw a complete game no-hitter.
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